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GOOD TIDINGS  
FOR THE NEW YEAR
AS WE BEGIN 2018, 

CORRUGATED TODAY ONCE 

AGAIN ASKS THE HEADS OF 

INDUSTRY ASSOCIATIONS 

TO SHARE THEIR THOUGHTS 

ABOUT TRENDS, 

OPPORTUNITIES AND 

CHALLENGES.

STEVE YOUNG
President

AICC, The Independent Packaging Association

Here we are, the beginning of a New Year, 

and our thoughts turn to prognosticating: 

What will the year bring? How will the 

industry perform? What plans do you 

have for your company in 2018?

We got a taste of what AICC’s 

members have in mind when in the fall 

of this past year we posted the first of 

our regular ‘Chairman’s Check-in 

Surveys’ on our web site. In this brief 

poll, we asked members about their 

expansion plans for the coming year, and 

the results tell us that independents are 

poised for growth through capital 

investment, expansion and acquisition. 

And this, the January/February issue of 

Corrugated Today, is a perfect place to 

report the findings. 

 What are your capital expansion 

plans for the coming year? 

 Twenty-eight out of 29 will expand 

their plant and/or warehouse space; six 

will expand office space; and three 

reported they will acquire another 

company. “Growth has really pressed us 

for space and we are evaluating a 

building expansion,” reported one 

member, adding, “We are completing a 

major converting equipment upgrade 

plan this year.” Another said, “We will 

invest over $5 million in capital. A new 

flexo folder-gluer, a new bundle breaker 

line and new corrugator stackers. We’ve 

had double-digit growth for the past 

several years.”
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 Do you have any equipment 

acquisition or improvement plans? 

 The top three responses to this 

question were “Printing (flexo, litho, 

digital)” and “Diecutting (flat or rotary),” 

where 27 out of 29 members said they 

were acquiring new or upgrading their 

current equipment. This was followed 

closely by “Material Handling” (11 out of 

29) and “Software Systems” (10 out of 29).  

Regarding the printing question, we 

drilled down a little further into that, asking 

specifically about plans for acquiring digital 

printing capabilities, a technology which 

one member called “truly disruptive.” 

Responding to the question of whether 

members thought digital printing was an 

important part of their companies’ 

strategies going forward, the response was 

50/50: 10 out of 20 have already installed 

digital print capability or will make a final 

choice in the next six-12 months; and 10 

of 20 are still investigating it. “We have 

only installed digital printing capabilities in 

our design department and do not have 

production type capabilities yet,” 

reported one member. “We are evaluating 

what direction we should go with digital,” 

said another. “The technology is in front of 

the need, not to mention the technology 

is changing quite rapidly. There will be an 

entry point but we are still waiting to 

assess the timing.” Another is relying on 

outside sources for digitally printed sheets: 

“We are currently working with a digital 

print company that operates like a sheeter 

(supplying print for independents.)”

So it appears that many independents 

are in an investment and growth mode 

for 2018. If you are a supplier to the 

industry, take note of what independent 

converters are planning. You suppliers 

are the converting technology and 

process brain trust; you will want to be 

willing partners to your customers’ 

success in 2018! Happy New Year!

RACHEL KENYON
Vice President

Fibre Box Association (FBA)

Nearly one year into the Trump 

administration and like him or not, 

optimism continues for the U.S. economy. 

In late November, the stock market 

soared to a milestone 24,000, hitting 79 

daily record highs and spiking nearly 6000 

points since the president was elected. 

In addition, jobs, manufacturing and the 

corrugated industry are all experiencing 

growth. The U.S. economy grew at a 

brisk 3.3% between July and September 

2017, the second straight quarter of 3% 

growth and the best quarterly growth 

since 2014. Average week year-to-date 

corrugated industry shipments were also 

up 3.1% through October 2017. All of 

this is positive momentum to carry the 

corrugated industry into 2018.

The rapid growth of end-use markets 

including e-commerce, food and several 

durable goods will have a direct impact 

on corrugated industry shipments. 

Almost once a week, I receive a media 

call looking for box data that shows a 

definite spike in shipments that can be 

attributed to e-commerce. The challenge 

to date has been that the spike didn’t 

exist, but as more storefronts close and 

buying behaviors continue their shift to 

online purchasing, there’s opportunity 

for continued growth. Construction 

starts have led to purchases of 

appliances and other durable household 

goods. American dining habits have 

transitioned from restaurants to home-

cooking and prepared foods for in-home 

dining. Take-out dining is now one of the 

hottest trends in restaurants and grocery 

stores with meal kits and subscription 

services expanding online food sales. 

Greater demand has led the 

corrugated industry to seek higher 

productivity from technology, 

equipment and personnel. At FBA’s fall 

Corrugator Conference, more than 30 

representatives from the industry 

gathered to discuss the issues and 

opportunities of manufacturing. Topping 

the list of discussion topics was hiring 

production floor employees, shorter 

customer lead times, production speeds, 

defect detection, and better 

maintenance practices. 

Many of the industry’s productivity 

gains are coming with the help of 

industry suppliers providing innovations 

that propel our industry forward. Their 

innovations are transforming our 

workforce into highly-skilled, computer-

based operators that are using 
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technology and systems to achieve 

record-setting productivity 

improvements. Ten of these suppliers are 

working with FBA to share the benefits 

of corrugated packaging through a 

formal advertising campaign called the 

Corrugated Industry Promotion Plan. In 

its first year, the plan has created more 

than 111 advertisements (73 digital, 38 

print), gained nearly 2000 Twitter 

followers and generated more than 7.7 

million impressions. The FBA Board of 

Directors, members and FBA staff are 

very thankful to the following suppliers 

for their five-year pledge to support the 

industry and to positively shape 

stakeholders’ view of corrugated 

packaging: Amtech, BHS Corrugated 

North America, Bobst, EFI, Fosber 

America, MarquipWardUnited/

BWPaperSystems, Mitsubishi Heavy 

Industries America, Inc., Sun Automation, 

and Sun Chemical. In addition, Flint 

Group will join the effort in 2018.

The Corrugated Industry Promotion 

Program is a big part of FBA’s push for 

marketing and communications that 

highlight the heroic attributes of the 

humble everyday corrugated box. This 

past fall, FBA created a new sales 

brochure, a new public marketing 

website and a video to promote the use 

of corrugated packaging for fresh 

produce, other foods and a wide variety 

of products. Through the ad campaign, 

these materials and additional 

communications vehicles, we’re 

demonstrating corrugated packaging’s 

ability to protect, transport and sell 

products. All that we ask in return is that 

end-users and consumers alike recycle, 

sending fiber back to our industry to 

make another box.

Looking ahead, there’s no better time 

to be part of the corrugated packaging 

industry. The positive momentum 

started in 2017 will continue into 2018, 

building healthy corrugated industry 

shipments growing at 3 to 3.5%. It feels 

great to be part of an industry that is at 

the core of U.S. manufacturing, operated 

locally by plants serving both their 

customers and their communities by 

producing products that make the 

everyday possible. Please join us in 

telling the story about our industry and 

our products.  

DENNIS COLLEY
President

International Corrugated Case Association (ICCA)

The International Corrugated Case 

Association (ICCA) was formed in 1961 to 

support and enhance the work of global 

corrugator trade associations and to 

contribute to the well-being of the 

worldwide corrugated packaging industry. 

In particular, ICCA’s objectives are to:

n Promote and protect the general 

welfare of the worldwide corrugated 

packaging industry.

n	 Support and supplement the 

programs and activities of various 

national and regional trade 

associations, which serve the 

corrugated packaging industry.

n	 Collect and disseminate information 

about corrugated products, issues, 

services and resources globally.

n	 Gather, compile and disseminate 

worldwide statistical information and 

forecasts for the corrugated 

packaging industry.

n	 Be the global platform for addressing 

the needs of the worldwide 

corrugated packaging industry, which 

can more effectively be handled by 

the association and its work groups 

than by individual companies.

ICCA member countries now represent 

more than 90% of all corrugated boxes 

manufactured in the world. Most of the 

information below comes from a 250-

page report prepared for ICCA in 2017 

by NOA/PRISM Consulting Group in 

support of objectives 3 and 4 above. 

The global retail market is worth 

greater than US$23 trillion. When you 

remove those sales that don’t need 

packaging (gasoline sales, restaurant 

spending, travel costs, theatre tickets, 

etc.), the remaining retail sales that utilize 

packaging for protection, distribution 

and branding is more than US$13 

trillion. E-commerce represents 4.5% 

of these sales and is growing globally at 

an annual rate of 18%. Large brick and 

mortar supermarkets and hypermarkets 

are declining, while Internet shopping, 
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convenience stores and limited list 

discount stores are increasing.

Global corrugated demand has grown 

at an average of 3.3% per annum from 

200 billion square meters (bsm) in 2011 

to reach almost 236 bsm in 2016. Future 

growth is forecast to average 3.0% for 

the next five years, resulting in a global 

market of 273 bsm by 2021. That 

projected growth of 37 bsm is equivalent 

to the size of the U.S. corrugated market 

today. The share of the global market 

held by developing regions of the world 

has now declined from around 51% in 

2011 to 46% in 2016 and is forecast to 

decline further to 43% by 2021. This 

incremental growth for developed regions 

represents approximately 1.5% of 

forecast growth.  In contrast, emerging 

countries such as India, China, Brazil and 

Russia represent approximately 4.2% of 

new growth over the next five years, 

with much of the sales coming from 

retail sales versus larger supermarkets. 

The overall global average basis weight 

is 590gsm (120.84 lb/msf), with Europe 

as low as 509gsm (104 lb/msf), North 

America at 625gsm (128 lb/msf) and 

Asia at 700gsm (143 lb/msf). Substance 

weights continue to decline by an average 

3.2% per annum. Shelf-ready packaging 

(SRP) is growing at a rate of 3.3% per 

annum, with Europe leading the way. 

North America and most of Asia are 

beginning to utilize SRP, while China is 

lagging behind. Conventional print remains 

the dominant print process and represents 

over three quarters of the incremental 

growth predicted in the next five years. 

Digital print represents less than 0.5% of 

the global corrugated industry in 2016, and 

is forecast to increase to approximately 

3% by 2021, primarily in North America. 

White corrugated is forecast to grow at a 

rate of 3.5% over the next five years and 

then drop to 1.8%, as more e-commerce 

brown boxes are shipped. 

Below are some unique activities for 

the three largest regions of the world as 

it relates to consumer behavior:

North America

n	 Millennials consume in a very 

different way than past generations

n	 Growth of the limited list discounter 

in the U.S. market

n	 Ghost Malls and the decline of  

out-of-town shopping

n	 Growth of shelf-ready packaging

n	 Development and expansion of  

digital print

Europe

n	 Savvy consumers who want a deal

n	 Click & Collect grows dramatically

n	 Grab & Go is well developed

n	 Increase in use of sub-100 gsm liners 

and fluting

n	 Polarization of print  

(high decorative versus one-color 

print)

Asia

n	 Trusted friends and key opinion 

leaders at the center of consuming 

decisions

n	 Authenticity and brand loyalty

n	 Widespread use of technology

n	 Environmental legislation impacting 

operations

n	 Migration of manufacturing out of 

China and into ASEAN states

n	 Regional taxation changes in India 

positions country for huge growth

ALLEN KIRKPATRICK
Executive Director

Canadian Corrugated and Containerboard Association (CCCA)

Canadians have just celebrated their 

150th anniversary as a nation. There were 

parties coast to coast. Admission to all 

national parks was free. Canada Day in 

Ottawa was a July 1 holiday for the ages. 

Montreal celebrated 375 years since the 

founding of its great city and the 

National Hockey league celebrated 100 

years, having also started in Montreal. A 

busy time for everyone, everywhere, just 

like the corrugated packaging business.

Following a productive year in 2016, 

where volumes exceeded expectations, 

2017 remained a busy time and growth was 

modest, but strong. The Canadian economy 

was robust, particularly in the second 

quarter reaching GDP gains of 4.5% on an 

annualized basis. Employers added more 

full-time jobs than they have for decades.

The leaders in this job creation 

bonanza have been the professional, 

scientific and technical industries. And 

that is the reason for packaging volumes 
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remaining tepid. These are not the 

industries that propel great gains in 

corrugated, but they most certainly 

provide support to all sectors.

Demand for housing in Vancouver and 

Toronto continued at a torrid pace for 

multiple reasons and has recently been 

joined by Montreal. The technology sector 

is thriving there based on highly qualified 

employees and a seductive lifestyle 

flavored with culture and history. Housing 

demand is good for corrugated packaging.

Tensions over the negotiations 

to update the NAFTA agreement are 

escalating. By the date of printing this 

article, the tensions may well have boiled 

over. The outcome will not be pretty. 

Nor will it be catastrophic. Canada 

and the United States have the largest 

trade relationship in the world. It has 

developed over a span greater than150 

years, starting with the fur trade. We 

have shared in world wars and financial 

crises, regardless of the Presidents or 

Prime Ministers at the helm. The ultimate 

success is based on proximity and mutual 

needs; and that is not changing. The U.S. 

enjoys a trade surplus in manufacturing 

trade with Canada. Canada enjoys 

access to the biggest market in the 

world. Things will work out, and this 

too will support corrugated packaging.

Strategic capital investments are 

readily identifiable in Canada as the 

corrugated industry upgrades 

corrugators, presses and mills. Notable is 

the completion of the Kruger rebuild of 

PM10 at its Trois-Rivières Mill in Quebec. 

The machine started last summer as 

planned and is in full production of ultra-

light recycled linerboard that maintains 

high standards for strength and 

sustainability.  The new grades will be 

marketed as XTR (see article on page 24).  

As we look beyond the physical issues 

of plants and markets, there is a 

common challenge across the industry: 

people. I mentioned the job growth in 

the Canadian economy in the second 

paragraph, but that comes with 

problems. Developing and retaining great 

people has never been harder. Teamwork 

needs continuity and leadership to yield 

success and turnover of management 

and staff complicates the task.

Food safety continues as a concern to 

the industry. We believe there are 

significant biosecurity risks with the use 

of the returnable plastic crate in the 

movement of food. There seem to be no 

controls regarding the cleanliness standards 

for the crates. And speaking of NAFTA, 

why is it appropriate to allow empty, dirty 

crates to cross our borders? I can’t even 

take an apple across the border in my car! 

You are encouraged to view the studies on 

our website found at www.cccabox.org

CLEMENS WILLÉE
Chairman

World Containerboard Organisation (WCO)

The global paper industry continues to 

grow, almost entirely because of the strong 

growth of containerboard. Most of the 

growth in demand will occur in emerging 

markets, especially China. However,  

even in mature markets production of 

containerboard is forecast to increase.  

Last year we still assumed that new 

capacities, expected to come on stream in 

2017, could hardly be covered by demand. 

Further on, political uncertainties (Brexit, 

Trump’s “America first”) clouded the 

economical picture. Fortunately things 

turned out differently than forecasted.  

An unexpected boom of containerboard 

demand swept our warehouses empty 

and for the New Year 2018, the strong 

demand is expected to continue.

My American colleagues are reporting 

that the demand for containerboard will 

remain healthy in the near future due to 

the strength of the box business. U.S. box 

shipments began to increase in the 

second half of 2016, and according to 

some forecast scenarios shipments will 

grow 2.5% in 2017 and 2.9% in 2018. 

U.S. containerboard mills are still running 

at a high level, although hurricanes 

pushed down the utilization rates.

The U.S. industry capacity growth 

dropped from 1.3% in 2016 to 0.8%  

in 2017, but is expected to speed up  

to 2.2% in 2018 and 2.6% in 2019.  

Total capacity is expected to increase 

from 38.2 million tons in 2016 to 40.4 

million tons in 2019.

The European economy has entered 

its fifth year of recovery, which is now 
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reaching all EU member states. This is 

expected to continue at a steady pace 

this year and next.

In Europe containerboard showed a 

strong market that came as a surprise to 

some players.

A growth of containerboard of 1% – 

1.5% for 2017 was foreseen by our 

experts for Europe, while the expected 

market growth is now showing 3% – 3.5%. 

The growth in 2017 will be regarded as 

one of the best in the last years.

Since my report last year in 

Corrugated Today, two new PMs started 

in 2017, which could not absorb the 

market growth. The strong growth can 

also be seen worldwide. Order income 

reflects that the good development will 

continue in the first half of 2018, 

although some further new capacities 

are announced to be coming on stream.

The Asia-Pacific region continues to 

be the world leader in growth, and recent 

data points to a pickup in momentum. 

GDP growth is projected to reach 5.5% 

in 2017 and 5.4% in 2018. 

It was unexpected when China notified 

the WTO in July 2017 that it will impose 

a ban on imports of certain kinds of solid 

waste (for example unsorted recovered 

paper) in order to increase the quality. The 

announcement made worldwide recyclers 

that trade with China very nervous and a 

significant drop of export from other 

countries into China was noticed. It is 

clear that the changes would result in a 

shutdown of some smaller mills in China 

and thus reduce China’s overall demand 

for recovered paper. 

The Chinese step seems to be 

irrational at first sight, however, China 

would not have become the leading 

global economic power by undertaking 

irrational decisions. China is rather 

known for playing the long game. For 

this reason some experts are asking if 

China is trying to shape the global 

containerboard market in order to meet 

its long-term needs.

Before the problems about the ban of 

imported fiber occurred, the Chinese 

containerboard market continued on a 

slight and steady growth trend. The 

containerboard consumption reached 

42.45 million tonnes in 2015 and 46.25 

million tonnes in 2016. It was assumed, 

before the fiber ban entered into force 

that the Chinese containerboard industry 

could reach the 50 million peak in 2018. 

In Japan the corrugated board market 

is expected to reach US$5.02 billion by 

2022. The growing consumption from 

the food and beverage packaging 

industry is expected to boost demand of 

corrugated board and consequently 

containerboard. The booming 

e-commerce business is also likely to 

increase the demand for corrugated 

board/containerboard. Last but not least, 

growing regulatory pressure regarding 

non-biodegradable packaging materials 

is anticipated to boost the demand of 

corrugated board and containerboard.  

I personally assume that ongoing 

developments in small flute and high-

quality graphic board will further enhance 

the penetration of corrugated boxes in 

traditional folding carton applications. 

After a tough 2016, the Latin 

American economy is expected to have 

returned to growth in 2017, expanding 

by 1.4%. Next year, stronger recoveries 

in the heavyweights, Argentina and 

Brazil, will boost growth further. 

The corrugated board and 

containerboard industries in Brazil are 

witnessing a healthy growth and are 

quite optimistic for the future. The 

Brazilian Corrugated Board Association 

(ABPO) expects a 3.5% sales volume 

increase in 2017 over 2016.

The year 2017 has performed much 

better than originally foreseen. 

LARRY N. MONTAGUE 
President & CEO

Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry (TAPPI)

Hello everyone, this reminds me of a 

saying attributed to Yogi Berra; “This 

feels like “Déjà Vu all over again.”

TAPPI recently finished an extremely 

successful CorrExpo2017 in Providence, 

R.I., with 1124 attendees (a new record for 

CorrExpo), 150 exhibitors and 32 from our 

Young Professionals Division in attendance. 

Next year we will combine the efforts 

of TAPPI and AICC in Indianapolis, Ind., 

for Corrugated Week, September 24-26, 

2018. Our combined memberships are 

seeing not only the value of knowledge 

and networking opportunities but also a 

great place to demonstrate their product 

lines. My compliments once again to 

Kristi Ledbetter and Linda Cohen for 

leading our efforts with CorrExpo.
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2017 represented my 11th year with 

TAPPI. I had no clue what I was getting 

myself into over a decade ago but I am 

thrilled that I made the leap. I have met 

so many great individuals in the past 11 

years and if not for TAPPI I may not have 

had that privilege. I have been blessed 

with a great Board of Directors, a very 

strong TAPPI TEAM, and some of the 

best members, literally, in the world.

TAPPI just closed our books on the 

10th year in a row in the black. In 

addition, 2017 was the strongest year 

financially that we have had in the past 

25 years. Our membership numbers 

continued to be solid. A large part of that 

growth has come from our Student 

Chapters, Young Professionals and our 

new Women in Industry Division who 

now make up 15% of our total 

membership.

With positive corrugated shipment 

numbers reported by FBA at the time of 

this writing, 2017 looks to end on a 

positive note. With stable shipments in 

2017, I feel that our industry is coming 

back and this will continue throughout 

2018. We were told about a lot of 

equipment purchasing taking place at 

CorrExpo and that can only be based on 

what the corrugated industry expects 

about future business. 

I predict even more collaboration in 

2018 between associations in a 

continuing effort to do the right things 

for our members and those industries 

that we serve. 

In 2018, I predict that our industry 

will find an even better way to tell the 

story of the paper and packaging 

industry. We will explain the truth of 

why paper-based packaging is the best 

choice for the consumer. 

To that end, TAPPI will introduce 

three new student recruitment videos at 

our Student Summit in January.

In 2018, our industry will continue to 

need new skilled employees and TAPPI is 

positioned to help bring these new 

prospects to the industry, at our 21st 

annual Student Summit, January 12-15, 

2018 in Charleston, SC.

My thanks to the fine folks at 

Corrugated Today for their great 

coverage of our industry. I believe 2018 

has the potential to be another very 

good year.

JOHN MULLINDER
Executive Director

Paper and Paperboard Packaging Environmental Council (PPEC)

The corrugated box is not only the major 

paper material being recovered for 

recycling in Canada, it’s also becoming 

increasingly important to the success of 

residential Blue Box type programs.

While corrugated remains primarily 

an industrial shipping box, the advent of 

microfluting, high-quality graphics, and 

now e-commerce, mean it’s starting to 

get noticed more in the home. According 

to 2016 residential data just released for 

Ontario’s Blue Box system, for example, 

corrugated boxes now represent 20% by 

weight of all paper in the home, up from 

14% in 2003.
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And most of those corrugated 

boxes, or at least the Canadian-made 

ones, are 100% recycled content: 

made from old corrugated (OCC) 

collected from the back of factories 

and supermarkets, printing and writing 

paper from offices and hospitals, and all 

sorts of paper from Blue Box systems. 

The national recovery rate for OCC 

is estimated to be about 85% but 

in Ontario’s Blue Box system it has 

reached a hard-to-believe 98% recovery 

rate. For the second year in a row! 

We at PPEC of course are trumpeting 

this achievement. And pointing out that 

it‘s made from a renewable resource 

(unlike most of the competition it faces) 

and is recyclable for most Canadians 

(96% according to an independent, 

third-party study).

We’ve also been lobbying provincial 

governments to bring in disposal bans 

on OCC and other paper. Two provinces 

already have such bans and Quebec 

and Ontario keep talking about it. 

Ontario is planning to ban organics 

from landfill so maybe corrugated 

will follow sometime soon. It doesn’t 

make sense for perfectly recyclable 

corrugated to sit and rot in landfill 

where it can emit methane and carbon 

dioxide into the atmosphere, spoiling 

its otherwise positive life cycle story.

All these environmental issues are 

inter-related as we enter consultations on 

a fast-track plan to amend Ontario’s Blue 

Box system. The current Blue Box is 

funded 50% by industry (by which we 

mean the brand owners and retailers who 

place printed paper and packaging into 

the residential Ontario marketplace). In 

effect, though, those costs are passed on 

to you and I as consumers.

The province has declared that it now 

wants industry “stewards” to pay 100% 

of the costs of the program, as do 

stewards in similar programs in Quebec 

and British Columbia. If it’s going to be 

paying 100% of the costs, industry, of 

course, wants control of the program, 

and that looks like it may happen in 

Ontario. Municipalities will have the 

right to collect Blue Box materials (but 

won’t have to) and will also be able to 

compete with the private sector for 

processing contracts. But industry will 

control what and how Blue Box materials 

get collected and processed.

The key issues for corrugated, and 

other paper grades, however, are how 

those Blue Box costs are allocated by 

material (because our customers could 

make purchasing decisions based on 

those fees); whether we will get any 

recognition for recycled content (we 

compete against primarily virgin 

alternatives); and whether any diversion 

targets that are set are fair and 

reasonable. Stay tuned!

ANGELIKA CHRIST
Secretary General

FEFCO

Remember: Packaging protects! 

Packaging prevents waste!

In today’s discussions, consumers, 

politicians and others often forget the 

core competence and raison d’etre of 

corrugated packaging: it protects the 

product. And that means: corrugated 

packaging helps to reduce waste. And 

even more: it is the perfect example for 

the circularity of a product, hard to beat.

One can get upset about the bashing 

of packaging, often used by politicians. 

As you all know, packaging never has a 

purpose of its own (except maybe for 

some beautiful Japanese origami). Its 

principle reason to exist is to protect the 

product to travel from one point to the 

other. If the job is well done, the only 

waste – in the case of corrugated for 

recycling – is the packaging itself. If there 

is no packaging, or insufficient packaging, 

you will create a lot of waste through all 

the breakage or damage of the products 

you are transporting. And resource 

wastage and environmental cost of 

broken products is normally a multiple of 

the packaging itself.

A prominent and recently intensively 

discussed issue is the frightening waste 

of food. We live in a paradox world. 

Worldwide, we waste about the same 

amount of food that we would need to 

combat hunger.

It is estimated that every year, around 

88 million tons of food is wasted in the 

EU. Seventy percent of this waste arises 
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at the household level and in food service 

and retail sectors. For North America you 

find comparable results. Frightening, isn’t 

it? Just think of how many resources are 

simply thrown away.

Do you agree it would be good to do 

something? 

Based on the increasing amount of 

scientific research, corrugated has proven 

the smartest choice in packaging for food 

retailers. Corrugated packaging decreases 

waste and spread of bacteria, and increases 

freshness and customer satisfaction.

And corrugated packaging even extends 

the shelf life of fruit up to three days 

compared to other packaging, as scientists 

at the University of Bologna found out in a 

study. And did you realize that in Italy they 

developed “active packaging,” corrugated 

trays containing a combination of 

natural additives that helps fruit to 

survive well another extra day? 

In April, the European Parliament 

voted in favor of an own-initiative report 

entitled, ‘Resource efficiency: reducing 

food waste, improving food safety.’  

According to this report, food packaging 

makes an important contribution to the 

reduction of food waste. The Parliament 

even states that through active and 

intelligent packaging the usable life of 

products can be extended and protected.

For the well-being of all of us!

The big advantage of corrugated, above 

all the advantages when it comes to 

hygiene and protection is the circularity 

of the material. Almost all the boxes in 

Europe are recycled, leading to an 

average input of 88% of used old paper 

into the production of new containerboard. 

The paper industry wants every fibre 

back, and thanks to well-established 

markets with good prices for the used 

material, fibres go back and turn again 

into new packaging.

We all win using corrugated packaging! n




